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Lewiston Daily Sun

Bowdoin to Study Pollution Curb Effects
BRUNSWICK - What can a community do when an industrial plant
curtails production or shuts down as a result of stricter
federal and state pollution control policies?
That's one of the questions which Bowdoin College resear
chers hope to answer after they complete a study project under
a newly announced $9,657 grant from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency .
The grant was awarded to Bowdoin's Public Affairs Resear
ch Center. The project is under the direction of Carl E.
Veazie, Director of the Center. Serving as advisor and con
sultant to the project is Professor A. Myrick Freeman III, of
Bowdoin's Department of Economics, who has conducted consider
able research into the economics of environmental quality and
pollution.
Prof. Freeman noted that all states have now established
air and water quality standards and have formulated implementa
tion plans for achieving these standards within a fixed period
of time .
"This move to more strict pollution control represents a
change in the economic conditions faced by industrial air and
water polluters," Prof . Freeman said, "and will have two kinds
of impact on these firms . The majority will be able to ac
commodate the increased costs imposed on them by pollution
control through some combination of reduced profits and higher
prices charged for their products. Such firms will be able to
continue operations without substantial changes in production
levels or employment. In this case the costs of pollution
control are apread out to consumers and stockholders in such a
way that no one person is forced to bear a disproportionately
large share of these costs."
But, Prof. Freeman added, there will be other firms "which
will be forced to or will choose to curtail production and em
ployment substantially or go out of business altogether rather
than take the steps necessary to be in compliance with standards
for air and water quality. In these cases the costs of pollu
tion control are imposed directly on a relatively small number
of people who are concentrated geographically . Ameliorating
these concentrated impacts of pollution control should be a
major concern of our environmental policies . "
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The Bowdoin research project will deal with one aspect of
the problem of economic adjustment to pollution control policies
- the impact on local economies. The study will review and
evaluate the usefulness of existing federal and state programs
for dealing with unemployment problems, loss of tax revenues
to municipalities, and other economic dislocations. If exist
ing programs are found to be inadequate to meet identifiable
needs, the study will make proposals for new programs to assist
in the economic adjustment process.

Mr . Veazie said the study will first identify several Maine
communities which may be faced with major plant closings in the
next three to five years. On the basis of the known economic
characteristics of these communities, one or more hypothetical
representative communities will be constructed and described.
For each of the communities, a plant closing will be
assumed. The closing would result in the loss of a certain
number of jobs and payroll, loss of tax revenues for the munic
ipal government, and other indirect economic effects. A review
of these effects will be used to identify the economic and
social needs of such a community if it is to adjust without
undue hardship for its people.
Lewiston Daily Sun

November 10, 1972
No Exemptions Permitted
Under EPA Pollution Rules
By STAN BENJ~IN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON CAP) - The Environmental Protection Ag~ncy said
Thursday that states seeking authority to issue waste discharge
permits may not allow any exemptions, as some now do.
Under new clean-water legislation, the states can take
over the issuance and enforcement of discharge permits to pro
tect water quality, a program now under federal operation.
But the state programs are subject to approval by EPA.
The agency issued proposed guidelines, spelling out what it
will require in Ii state program before it will grant this
approval.
It allowed 30 days for written comment but said it had no
plans for public hearings .
Under the proposed guidelines, state programs in order to
win federal approval, must:
--Include public participation in permit processing.
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--Prohibit discharge of highly radioactive, chemically toxic,
and biological warfare materials.
--Set clean-up schedules with deadlines no later than July 1
1977.
--Require big dischargers to monitor and report their
discharges.
--Contain enforcement authority capable of seeking both
civil and criminal fines against violators of permit conditions.
--Bar from the membership of permit-review boards anyone
drawing substantial income from permit holders or applicants.
The new clean-water law, passed by Congress over presiden
tial veto, provides a new legal basis for the federal permit
program previously based on an 1899 law and stymied by adverse
court decisions.
The aim of the program has been to control pollution by
regulating industrial and municipal waste discharges to streams
and lakes, using the terms of discharge permits as the control
mechanism.
The proposed EPA guidelines for approving state-run permit
proframs would require many states to adopt new legislation of
their own, to give themselves necessary legal authority and to
conform to the federal requirements.
The very first guideline, in fact, would require an enfor
ceable state statute or regulation "which prohibits discharges
of pollutants by any person" without a permit.
A footnoted "comment" explains that "some state or inter
state programs presently exempt or exclude certain categories
••• " while others include "grandfather clauses" protecting ex
isting discharges .
"Exceptions to the general prohibition cannot be approved,"
said the EPA explanation.
Lewiston Daily Sun

December 1, 1972
Water Pollution Funds

The decision of the Nixon Administration to release 2
billion of federal funds for construction of municipal waste
treatment facilities in the coming fiscal year, plus $1.9
billion to reimburse the states for facilities already built,
will spur the movement to clean up our waters. The funds
involved fall far short of what was authorized by Congress in
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the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, which was sponsored by
u . S. Senator Edmund S. Muskie of Maine and passed over the
President's veto. But it is action in the right direction.
The Muskie bill called for the spending of $18 billion
over a three year period. The President refused to sign it
because he considered it inflationary. Now that it has become
law, the President is seeking to soften the inf1~tionary impact
by releasing only a part of the funds.
The Presidentrs action no doubt will draw fire from
Congress when the next session begins in January. But he is
within his rights and powers.
The construction of waste treatment plants has been
stalled by the failure of the federal government to come up
with promised matching funds. Even though the full stream of
money is not in sight, the flow which will result from the
Nixon directive will be a big help to municipalities and the
states.
Lewiston Daily Sun

December 15, 1972
International Paper Holds
Environmental Tour At Jay

JAY-Members of the press media, newspapers, radio and TV were
guests G£ Iriternational Paper Company at its Androscoggin Mill
here Thursday, when they were conducted on a tour of the new
modern paper manufacturing plant . The guests had the opportun
ity to see the various air and water treatment facilities at
the Androscoggin Mill .
A visit was made to the new secondary treatment lagoon
site now under construction and scheduled to be on line late in
1973 . The 37-acre pond is adjacent to an existiftg primary
waste treatment plant. The new lagoon will have a capacity of
200 million gallons, and 17 floating agitators called aerators,
will provide oxygen to the pond , This secondary treatment du
plicates the biological process of the river using high concen
trations of bacteria and oxygen supplied by the mechanical
aerators. The waste water will be biologically treated over a
six-day period and when released will contain little , if any
pollution in the water.
The tour also included an inspection of the clarifying
basins and centrifuges where solids are removed from the waste
water and a sludge press, where the waste solids and sludge
from the clarifier is dewatered, and then used as a fuel in
one of the boilers.
The work of the oxidation towers was explained, how the
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waste from the kraft pulping process is oxidized, materials
recovered for re-use and the solids used for fuel and the gases
treated to reduce the offensive odor .
Visits were made to the power plant where the recovery
boiler was viewed and to the new air and water control labora
tory .
The tour concluded with the watching of paper being manu
factured on two of the world's largest paper machines of their
particular type of manufacturing paper.
The group were welcomed by Thomas E. Linder, manager of
Air and Water Improvement at the Androscoggin Mill. He explain
ed the company-wide 125 million dollar program in United States
for control of air and water pollution at all the IF's mills
and plants.
Linder explained the current water pollution control of
the Androscoggin River, when 25 years ago a group was formed
to help reduce and control pollution of the river. Walter
Lawrance L Lewiston, has been river boss of the group for many
years. l t was explained that during the past 10 years the
industrial waste had been reduced considerably by the changing
from the sulphite to the kraft method of making paper pulp.
Linder explained the primary waste water system that is
operating at the Androscoggin Mill and further explained that
this will be expanded and along with the new secondary treatment
plant, all waste water will be completely treated before being
released into the river by the fall of 1973. This $4 million
project is three years ahead of state regulations and Interna
tional Paper will be the first major industry on the Androscog
gin River to install such a waste water treatment system.
Linder also explained how changes had been made in the
black liquor oxidation process during the past year, and the
emissions of odoriferous gases had been grea~ly reduced.
John M. Nevin, manager of the Androscoggin Mill, explained
that the technology of air and water treatment is expanding
rapidly, at a much faster rate than equipment manufacturers and
industries can keep pace with the fast strides in this technical
control of air and water pollution. He advised the group that
I-P was keeping astride of the fast advancement in this field
and was utilizing these developments in upgrading all pollution
control projects.
International Paper Company officials who participated in
the presentation of the air and water treatment program were
John M. Nevin, Androscoggin Mill manager; Thomas Linder, manager,
Air and Water Treatment, Androscoggin Mill; Frank Goss, Glens
Falls, N.Y., manager public relations Northern Division; Morris
Wing, regional manager, Maine Woodlands Region-Northern Division;
Ben Pike, Androscoggin Mill, public relations representative
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Maine; and Gerry Page, Androscoggin Mill process engineer.
Caption under picture of Treatment Site for this article.
INTERNATIONAL PAPER TREATMENT SITE - Excavations for the
37-acre secondary treatment lagoon in the immediate foreground
are near completion at the Androscoggin Mill of International
Paper Company, at Jay, and will be in full operation in the
fall of 1973. The lagoon, with high concentrations of bacteria
and oxygen supplied by mechanical aerators, wirl dispose of
solid materials which used to be carried to the river. It will
be 20 feet deep, have a capacity of 200,000,000 gallons and be
equipped with 17 floating aerators. The lagoon will operate in
conjunction with two clarifying basins in the primary treatment
area in the center of the photo.

Portland Press Herald

December 15, 1972

Androscoggin River May Be Clean First
By Bob Cummings
Staff Writer
JAY - Androscoggin River, once classified as one of the dirtiest
rivers in the nation, may become the first major river in the
state to become relatively clean again.
"People will swim and fish in the river again. The color
will improve and obnoxious odors will practically disappear."
This is the prediction of Dr. Walter Lawrance, a retired
professor of organic chemistry at Bates College. Lawrance has
been a court appointed guardian of river quality for more than
two decades.
He spoke Thursday in response to questions at a press
briefing held by the International Paper Co. to call attention
to the firm's air and water pollution abatement efforts.
The paper company showed its partially completed $3.7 mil
lion secondary waste treatment plant - the first to be built
by the state's pulp and paper industry.
The new plant is scheduled to begin operating next fall
and will remove 85 per cent of the oxygen demanding wastes that
are now dumped into the river.
The wastes now use up the river's natural oxygen, causing
fish to die and the river to stink.
The treatment plant will serve IP's new mill on the Andros
coggin River here, and will consist of a 37-acre man-made lagoon
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20 feet deep, said Tom E. Linder, manager of air and water im
provement at the mill .
Seventeen floating agiba~ors, driven by 100 horse power
motors, will provide oxygen to the lagoon, duplicating and
speeding up the biological process that now occurs in the river
itself, Linder said.
The waste load on the river is presently so high that sim
ilar floating agitators are operated each summer above the city
of Lewiston to restore depleted oxygen and to aleviate resulting
obnoxious odors.
The secondary plant will supplement a primary treatment
facility built seven years ago. The primary treatment plant
remains the only treatment of wastes by industries on the
river.
The Oxford Paper Co., located a few miles upriver in
Rumford, continues to dump most of its wastes directly into
the river, as does the Brown Paper Co. Mill at Berlin, N.H.
But Lawrance said both up-river mills are scheduled to
begin construction of treatment facilities next spring . Both
should be completed by 1975, removing most of the manufacturing
wastes from the stream .
A majority of the human wastes being dumped into the And
roscoggin also is scheduled to be eliminated . A combination
primary and secondary treatment plant is being built by Lewiston
and Auburn and will go into operation about the same time as
the IP secondary plant.
The two cities have most of the population that dumps
sewage into the stream . Lawrance predicted a dramatic increase
in the river's quality when the municipal and IP plants go into
operation. He said the river will approach its natural state
when other towns and the rest of the industries fall in line.
The Androscoggin River has its head waters in the Rangeley
Lakes region of Maine, but flows into New Hampshire, hitting
Maine again above Bethel and flowing through Rumford, Jay,
Livermore Falls, Lewiston, Lisbon and Topsham. The river joins
the Kennebec at Merrymeeting Bay above Bath, 15 miles from the
ocean .
Mill manager John Nevin said IP is ahead of the require
ments of the laws as a matter of -company poliey, "we want to
provide the best waste treatment we know how as fast as we
know how. We want to put the purest and best water we can back
into the river.
But he said most IP plants are even further ahead than is

the Maine installations and said one reason is that Maine has
a later deadline than some other states.
The IP plant uses 38 million gallons of water a day from
the Androscoggin - almost 10 per cent of the total flow. The
plant employs 900 people in the manufacturing of paper for
magazines and business forms and in making carbon paper.
Nevin said the treatment facilities will be big enough to
handle the wastes from the firm's Otis plant located a few
miles down stream, also in Jay. But he said he didn't know
when these wastes would be pumped apstream for treatment.
There has been speculation that the Otis mill might be closed
down, but Nevin said he didn't know what decision if any had
been made by higher company officials in New York . The Otis
plant employs about 400 people.
Lawrence became associate with the river in 1941 when he
was teaching chemistry at Bates College. The river that year
had less water than usual and pollution was creating severe
odor problems and turning paint yellow on nearby homes.
The three companies formed a committee to study the situa
tion and appointed Lawrence as an independent adviser. His
role became official in 1947 when in response to citizen suits
the courts gave Lawrence the job of rivermaster and told him
to regulate the production of the three mills sufficiently to
keep conditions from b ecoming too obnoxious .
He said the first breakthrough towards a cleaner river
came with the companies' decisions to switch to the kraft pro
cess for making pulp in the middle 1960s. The kraft process
generates less waste, but produces hydrogen sulfide and other
gases that cause the characteristic rotten egg and cooking
cabbage odor of modern pulp mills.
N~vin and Linder said efforts have been made to control
this smell, but that further controls probably will await
state emision standards . Current state air pollution rules
don't set any limit for the amount of hydrogen sulfide
allowed in the air.

Lewiston Daily Sun

December 18, 1972
Cleaner Air and Water

The changed attitude of industry toward air and water
pollution, and the big strides made in abatement and control
dramatically were shown by the International Paper Co. in a
recent press review and plant tour in Jay. The "impossible"
of 25 years ago has become today's reality.
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The pulp and paper industry acknowledged its role as pol
luter many years ago . But its contention was that nothing
could be done about it. The water and air pollution were nec
essary accompaniments to the plant operation, the jobs and
the payrolls.
When the late Justice Harry Manser, of the Maine Supreme
Court, held the initial hearings on cleaning up the Androscog
gin River, in the days when the gaseous fumes from the river
tarnished silverware in white, a quarter of a century ago,
industry spokesmen emphasized that a pollution control program
would mean the loss of the pulp and papeT mills along the
river, with consequent economic havoc. But Judge Manser's
vision was superior to the judgment of the company lawyers.
He ordered the first steps in the alleviation of the river
pollution nuisance and named a River Master, Dr . Walter A.
Lawrance of Bates College, to see that it was done .
In a very real sense, the wisdom of Judge 0Manser's decis
ion was confirmed at the IP review. Not only has the pulp and
paper industry survived along the river, at Berlin and Gorham
in New Hampshire; at Rumford and Livermore Falls ip Maine, but
a huge, multimillion dollar facility was built in Jay, one of
the most modern pulp and paper mills in the world. IP began
operations there in 1965.

Appropriately named the Androscoggin Mill, the Jay plant
had pollution control equipment built into it. It was fitting
that the story of successful air-water pollution abatement and
control should be told and demonstrated at that plant . The
anti-pollution movement on the Androscoggin River has culmin
ated in the construction and operation of a model pulp and
paper plant on that very same river!
Dr. Lawrance, who still is River Master, was one of the
men at the review. He would be the last to claim credit for
the cleanup of the river. But he deserves a big share of it.
IP uses large quantities of water from the river . But
first it must clean it. And before it returns the water to
the river, it is cleaned again. As a result, the water is no
dirtier when the company finishes with it than when it was
taken from the river • .
Primary Treatment of the water used in the industrial
process removes 75 to 85 per cent of suspended solids and 10
to 30 per cent of oxygen demand. Currently under construction
is a Secondary Treatment plant, basically a 37 acre retention
lagoon, which will go into operation next year. That will
make it possible to remove 85 per cent of oxygen demand from
the water before it is returned to the river.
Air pollution always has accompanied pulp and paper making.
Smoke, thickened by particulates, is one problem; odor is
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another. At Jay, both are being dealt with. Special equip
ment removes over 90 per cent of the minute solids from the
smoke . A thermal oxydation process is used to reduce the
odors, while recovering some of the chemicals for re-use.
IP has not solved all of the problems, but it is working
on them. The pollution abatement program also involves its
older mill, at Livermore Falls, and it plants allover the
country. And IP does not stand alone. The entire industry
shares it s concern about air and water pollution. The tech
nology to deal with pollution effectively slowly has yielded
to painstaking, and very expensive research .

It began in the Androscoggin Valley a quarter of a cen
tury ago, when the words "ecology" and "environment" were to
be found in the dictionary, but not in the news . Today, the
people of the valley, the state and the nation are benefitting "
as the fight against air and water pollution continues nation
wide.
December 18, 1972

Kennebec Journal
Paper Mill Neighbors

Last week International Paper Company showed the press
around its sprawling Androscoggin Mill in Jay. The purpose
of the tour was to show off IP's various pollution abatement
efforts, especially a $3.7 million, 37-acre secondary treat
ment lagoon that will return waste water to the Androscoggin
with 85 per cent of the harmful materials removed. The lagoon
is now under construction but will be in operation by the
fall of 1973, well in advance of a 1976 deadline.
Various IP officials were clear in emphasizing to us that
it is company policy not only to comply with state and federal
pollution regulations, but to get the job done before the
deadline when possible, and to exceed the minimum standards
where technology makes that economically feasible .
Although the general public has long cast a suspicious
eye on the actions of any large industry, figuring that it
never does anything unless forced to by law or to make a
dollar, it is hard to deny that IP is making a sincere effort
to clean its air and water. The dollars already spent on
various air and water purification systems at the plant run
into the multiple millions.
While paper company officials indicate that with present
laws it is foreseeable that one day children may be able to
swim in the Androscoggin, that is if the various communities
install sewage treatment plants as well, they also do not seem
to be willing to go beyond the state minimums for either w~ter
or air purity.
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IP and other paper mills have nevertheless spent a lot of
money in making themselves socially acceptable. No small task
if one considers the unpleasant kraft process odor is detect
able in less than 20 parts per billion . This means 20 parts
of gas in one billion parts of air. The filter still isn't
made that will cope with that.
December 19, 1972

Lewiston Daily Sun
A Hero of Sorts
First Me. Environmentalist
Returns to the Legislature
By PHYLLIS AUSTIN
Associated Press Writer

AUGUSTA CAP) - Ezra James Briggs, called "nuts" by fellow law
makers for his defense of the environment 17 years ago, has
returned to the Maine legislature as a hero of sorts.
The eloquent speaker from Caribou was the first Maine
legislator to fight for the protection of the state's natural
resources .
He waged a lonely, unpopular battle in the GOP-dominated
House and Senate from 1955-1959 against water polluters from
the powerful -paper and potato industries.
But Briggs, a Republican, was ahead of his time. The ef
fects of pollution were little understood then and hardly a
political issue. Voters in his constituency, many of whom de
pended on the potato starch factories for their livelihood,
withdrew their support in the 1961 election. So Briggs went
home hoping the times would catch up with him. And they have
indeed.
As a tribute to his early environmental committment, the
Maine legislature last year summoned Briggs to Augusta . They
praised him in both houses for having "the courage to speak
forcefully in defense of our future • • • fighting a lonely
fight • • • in a day when Maine's natural resources seemed
limitless, when our rivers were accepted as a means of convey
ing sewage and industrial waste, when exploitation was applaud
ed and commercial greed condoned."
Briggs, a man of slight statue with grayish hair, brown
eyes and a winning smile, could have savored the honor with an,
"I told you so" attitude. After all, he had been berated as
"nuts," by his colleagues and he claimed his hardware-sporting
goods business had suffered b ec'ause of his environmental stand.
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However Briggs, 54, decided to run for the House again.
The attitude of voters in his area had changed about the en
vironment, and he believed reports that efforts would be made
to weaken some of Maine's major environmental legislation in
the 1973 session .
Briggs said in an interview: "Certain forces - the large
landowners and paper companies - are probably poised to try to
undo the good and progressive environmental legislation enacted
in the past two years. "I have the feeling they won't be suc
cessful. This group (the legislature) is for the environment,
I think .
"Almost everyone seems to have the religion now," he
quipped. And those who don't can count on hearing from Briggs
often in the session that convenes Jan. 3. He's expected to
be the leader of the environmental coalition in the House.
Briggs, who says he's always been thought of as radical,
got elected to the House in 1955 on a water pollution platform
something unheard of before.
~y primary opponent made it an issue because he adver
tised erroneously -that I was the farmers' enemy. He said I
wanted to close down the starch factories because they were
polluting streams," Briggs said .

"To everyone's astonishment, I was elected in the Repub
lican primary by four votes. There was a recount, and the Ex
ecutive Council overturned it ~y four votes - rather fixed the
results," he continued. But Briggs was not that easily de
feated. He got photostatic copies of the ballots which he
said showed he had actu lly won, called a public meeting and
got on the November election ballot as a write-in candidate.
He won by a 2-1 margin.
"I was always interested in wildlife and the outdoors
and could see the unrestrained destruction of public waters
then," Briggs said. "But I was 36 and thought I would be
simply a rung in the ladder and not produce any miracles.
"I wasn't successful in getting my environmental bills passed
but I think a lot of people must have listened along the way."
Briggs' first speech was April 19, 1955, when he urged
repeal of the bounty on bears. Later that month, he spoke in
favor of a stiffer penality for throwing rubbish out of
vehicles . On May 5, he launched his campaign against Maine 's
big water polluters.
"I have been concerned with the creeping paralysis of
water pollution for 17 years," Briggs told the House. "In this
time we have watched many beautiful, God-given waters deterio
rate to a degree of filth that a self-respecting rat would
scarcely tolerate."
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He blamed the paper and potato industries' lobby for the
defeat of his bill to give the Air and Water Improvement Com
mission (now the Department of Environmental Protection)
broad powers to classify waters and prevent their degradation.
"These green-vested gents in their Hickey Freeman suits
are really good," he said of the lobbyists. "God himself in
his infinite wisdom and circumspection could not design a pol
lution abatement bill which they would approve.
"I will be the last one to say these fellows do not
deserve every thousand they get to help keep our state dirty
for another generation."
Caption under picture of Ezra James Briggs with this article.
Ezra James Briggs, R-Caribou, Maine's first defender of
environment, comes back to the Maine Legislature, a hero of
sorts. (AP Wirephoto)
January 1, 1973

Lewiston Daily Sun
Public Lots, Solid Waste Disposal,
Oil Seen Major Legislative Issues

AUGUSTA (AP) - Public lots, oil development and solid waste
disposal will be among the-major environmental issues to be
faced by the. 1973 Maine legislature.
The future of the controversial Land Use Regulation Com
mission will also be debated in the House and Senate. Generally
speaking the 184 member legislature is expected to continue to
be a friend of the environment - a trend set by the 1970 special
session. There will be a strong coalition of conservation
oriented lawmakers in both chambers.
There have been rumors that industrial lobbyists will
try to weaken laws placing stringent controls over development
in the organized and unorganized territory. But those reports
are apparently unfounded for the most part.
The only concrete attempt seen at this point to attack a
major environmental law will be to break up LURC, which is
currently zoning Maine's 10.5 million acres of wildlands, or
unorganized townships, mostly in the northern part of the
state.
A bill hasn't been drafted yet, but Senate President
Kenneth P. MacLeod, R-Brewer, said he's sure a measure will
be drawn up to put LURC's zoning and planning functions in
the State Planning Office; it's enforcement duties in the De
partment of Environmental Protection; and forestry management
in the State Forestry Department.
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The effort would be to legislate LURe's outspoken execu
tive director James S. Haskell Jr. out of a job. He has antag
onized a n~ber of lawmakers, state department heads and paper
industry officials with his allegedly brash tactics.
Gov . Kenneth M. Curtis has said he wouldn't object to ,div
iding up LURC's duties as long as it didn't diminish the intent
of the law. The public lots situation, which has been a prime
environment issue for months, will probably be dealt with early
in the session that starts Wednesday.
A bill has already been prefiled with the House clerk
that would place a moratiorium on timber and grass rights on
the public lands. The moratorium would remain in effect up
to four years while the legality of using the lands for public
recreation areas or public forests is tested.
A special committee appointed by the governor was to have
recommended new laws that would t'erminate cutting rights on the
400,000 acres of the public lots and ask the court to rule on
what rights the public has to these lands.
However, it noW appears that proposals will
the 23,000 acres wholly owned by the public. The
would be preserved on the 320,000 acres of public
the cutting rights were sold a century ago for as
10 cents an acre.

deal only with
status quo
lots where
little as

Legislators will be asked to consider a Coastal Develop
ment Corporation Act, which will propose two heavy industrial
zones on the Maine coast. The proposal grew out of the Gov
ernors Task Force on Energy, Heavy Industry and the Maine Coast.
One zone would be in Portland and the other at Machias
port. However, only Portland is recommended for oil develop
ment. The city is now the second largest oil handling port
on the Eastern Seaboard. The zones would be managed by a quasi
governmental organization.
A solid waste management plan will be retntroduced in
Curtis' legislative program. It would designate the Depart
ment of Environmental Protection as the agency responsible for
developing guidelines for sewage disposal. A draft of the bill
says municipalities would be responsible for disposing all
their waste except that generated by industry and wastewater
treatment plant sludge.
It calls for a #375,000 appropriation for 1973-74 for
grants to aid the communities to build sewage treatment plants.
Another bill similar to one defeated in the last legislature
would enable communities to partiCipate in regional solid
waste disposal districts. No state approval would be re
quired.
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Also scheduled for introduction is a bill to establish a
specific great ponds program in the DEP . Great pondsare all
natural ponds or lakes with a surface over 10 acres or a shore
line owned by two or more persons.
A draft prepared by the DEP calls for the agency to pre
pare a report identifying great ponds endangered by eutrophi
cation. It would establish procedures to prevent the rapid
growth of damage by aquatic plants and restore water quality
to the waterways.
EstablishMent of a Saco River Environmental Quality Cor
ridor will be recommended. The strip would be divided into
three types of land use districts . A resource protection dis
trict would include wetlands, major flood plain area, impor
tant wildlife habitat and areas in public ownership.
A general public district would
along the river, which starts at the
and ends at the Atlantic at the town
district would be relatively free of

consist of village areas
Maine-New Hampshire border
of Saco. Uses in this
restrictions.

A limited residential district would probably affect at
least 75 per cent of the river front. All structUres would
b~ required to have at least a minimum 100 feet setback and
100 feet frontage.
A River Corridor Commission would be created with a paid
professional staff. It would review proposals for changes in
land use in the corridor. The Environmental standing to Sue
Act will again be introduced. It lost in the House by seven
votes last session. It purposes is to provide judicial re
medites through the court when the environment is being
damaged.
Legislation to reduce the noise level will also be offered .
January

l, 1973

Lewiston Daily Sun
Rewarding the "Good Guys"

Oregon has undertaken a novel program to reward industries
which take steps to control pollution over and above the min
imum requirements of the law. The Department of Environmental
Quality, which makes the Cleaning Up Pollution Award, is hope
ful that the people of Oregon will pat'ronize CUP winners, thus
giving them a competitive advantage in the marketplace.
Gov. Tom McCall first announced the award system for the
"good guys" in industry a year ago. Two companies have won
the coveted awards thus far . Significantly, both are in the
pulp and paper industry, traditionally the worst environmental
polluters in Oregon. The firms were chosen because they have
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become "the most visible of the non-polluters", the governor
said after a nine-member citizens committee had screened
dozens of industries for the initial awards.
The concept of rewarding the "good guys" can help keep
pollution abatement and control one step ahead of the legal
requirements . The Oregon experiment will bear watching.

January 18, 1973

Lewiston Daily Sun
Penobscot River Cleanup

Scientists at the University of Maine, following a two
year study, have issued a report which shows that only a minor
portion of the pollution of the Penob cot River is caused by
municipal sewage treatment program will have a negligible
effect on the water condition. The real villain is industrial
pollution.
The scientists, and the cities and towns along the Pen
obscot, might have saved themselves a lot of time, trouble
and money if they had acquainted themselves with the exper
ience along the Androscoggin River. In effect the Penob~
scot today is in a condition analogous to the Androscoggin in
the early 1940's . At that time industrial pollution, primar
ily sulphite waste from the pulp and paper mills along the
river, was responsible for the major portion of the water
pollution . In the ensuing 25 years, the industry restricted
then discontinued the sulphite paper making process in favor
of sulphate, greatly reducing pollution. Research followed
by action, financed by millions of dollars of the firms' money
led to the situation today in which most of the Androscoggin
River pollution comes from the sewage dumped by the cities
and towns along its course .
Even if the communities had undertaken sewage treatment,
the water quality would have changed but little without action
to reduce or hopefully to eliminate industrial pollution.
In the case of the Penobscot, the U of M researchers
learned that 92.3 per cent of the river pollution is from in
dustry, with the major portion coming from the Diamond Inter
national Co. in Old Town. Only 7 . 7 per cent is from municipal
sewage. Yet federal law requires that the communities under
take the construction of secondary sewage treatment plants by
1976 at a cost of $12 million!

The U of M report indicates that if the Diamond plant
installed secondary treatment of its waste, at a cost of some
$4 million, the federal water purity standards could be met
by having only primary treatment of sewage downriver, plus
chlorination of the effluent, at far less cost . Eventually
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the communities would nave to go into secondary treatment,
but the financial impact would be delayed even as the water
quality improved .
The Androscoggin River cleanup has provided an excellent
example . It should be followed .
Lewiston Daily Sun

January 27, 1973
Letters To The Editor
River Cleanup

To The Editor:
I read with dismay your article entitled "Penobscot River
Cleanup". Dismay because I believe it to be purposely mislead
ing and untrue .
The Penobscot River has been producing striped bass and
salmon for many years and is becoming better fishing all the
time at the Bangor Pool.
Two years ago the Androscoggin was rated one of the ten
most polluted rivers in the United States and as far as smell
and looks go is still in that class . Your article stated "the
Androscoggin River cleanup has provided an excellent example •• • "
An example of how industry has dragged its heels in cleaning
up its mess is a better description .
The Androscoggin is no different thab the Penobscot . It
is a victim of the real villian-industrial pollution just as
cited by the scientists at the University of Maine on the Pen
obscot.
I thought Adolph Hitler was the master of the big lie
but I think your editorial would be a contemporary champ !
Albert K. Murch
671 Main St .
Lewiston
February 6, 1973

Lewiston Sun-Journal
International Paper Cites Work
Underway to Combat Pollution

By T.E . Linder
Mgr., Air-Water Improvement
International Paper
JAY-Today almost any magazine or newspaper you happen to be
reading carries some article on the environment and ecology .
In May, 1970, International Paper Company announced a $101
million program over the next four years for control of air
and water pollution at all company's mills and plants. At
the stock holders meeting in April, 1972, this program was

inc'reased to $125-million.
The company - wide program will provide every operating
mill with primary and secondary waste treatment systems utilize
latest technology to control particulate emission to the at.
mosphere and adapt new technical developments to control mill
odors.
The International Paper Company at all times has coopera
ted with the federal and state agencies in the fields of both
water and air pollution at all its properties. This has been
particularly true on the Androscoggin River. Twenty-five years
ago, a voluntary organization was formed consisting of manage
ment and technical personnel of the three paper companies on
the Androscoggin River, namely International Paper Company,
Oxford Paper Company, both in Maine, and the Brown Company of
New Hampshire. This organization is inown as the Androscoggin
River Committee and in the years since its inception has moni
tored the river and worked toward the common goal to control
the pollution from each mill to the river.
There are two environmental problams in our industry 
air pollution and water pollution.
Let's talk about air pollution first. The most noticeable
thing, about an area where Kraft (sulfate) pulp is being made
is an unmistakable, unpleasant, characteristic odor. The odor
is caused primarily by hydrogen sulfide, methyl and ethyl mer
captan and dimethyl sulfide. These are the same organiC sulfur
compounds that identify r~tten eggs and cooking cabbage. The
human sense of smell can detect these gases in concentrations
measured in less than 20 parts per billion. This means 20
parts of gas in one billion parts of air so it doesntt take
much to raise an unpleasant odor.
These malodorous compounds are produced by reaction of
wood components with sulfur which is present in the cooking
chemical used to separate cellulose fiber from wood during the
pulping process. The cellulose is used to make paper, the
remainder of the wood structure is burned and the cooking
chemicals recovered to be used over and over again. These
gases escape to the atmosphere at various stages in the Kraft
ehemical re~overy cycle.
Why Use Kraft?
Perhaps at this point it would be well to ask "Why use
the kraft process at all?" One of the major reasons is that
the Kraft system permits recovery and reuse of the cooking
chemicals: thereby, reducing water pollution and improving
economics. The organic portion of the wood, other than the
cellulose, is burned in the recovery process, producing the
energy needed for chemical recovery and for steam production.
If these organics were discharged to the stream as they were
when sulfite pulping was used, the pollution load on the river
would be far greater than it is today.
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Another advantage of Kraft pulping is that it makes stron
ger pulp; thereby, permitting the greater use of northern hard
woods which have shorter, weaker fibers than do softwood species.
Pulp made using softwoods and the Kraft process is strong
enough for use in paper bags, wrapping paper and containers.
Assuming alternatives to the Kraft process a re not avail
able at this time - let's go back to the pulp mill and find
out how these malodorous gases escape and how this canm pre
vented .
There are several sources of emissions and I will
dwell only on the major ones.
The bulk of Kraft odor emission occurs during the final
drying or evaporation of spent cooking chemical (it's called
black liquor) prior to burning the spent liquor to recover
the cooking chemicals . The spent liquor from the pulping
process must be concentrated before it will burn and this is
done in two stages. First the spent liquor is concentrated in
steam heated multiple effect evaporators and then further con
centrated by direct contact with the hot stack gases from the
recovery furnace. These hot gases carry odor into the atmos
phere as well as dry the spent liquor. It has been found that
by simply by bubbling large quantities of air through the black
liquor before direct contact evaporation greatly reduces the
emission of malodorous gases . This is called black liquor ox
idation . This is done at Jay by piping gases into the lime
kiln where they are oxidized and thereby destroyed .
Another. air pollution problem is particulate or solid
matter which can be discharged into the atmosphere. An electro
static precipitator on the recovery furnace at Jay removes
more than 90 per cent of solids from the recovery stack gases
each day . Other methods of stack gas cleaning, such as scrub
bers, are used on other particulate emission points.
The systems mentioned are not perfect and programs to up
grade their performance is a continuing job for mill personnel
and equipment suppliers.
Water Pollution
Enough on air - how about water pollution? The waste
water discharge from pulp and paper mills contains fiber, clay,
inorganic fillers, lime, starch, dissolved organics and sugars,
and bits of wood and sand. When these untreated wastes reach
a waterway, the heavier materials sink to the bottom and may
remain there indefinitely. Lighter particles remain suspended
until they reach slower water such as the month of a stream or
a dam.
Baoteria normally present in surface water ' feed on the
abundance of organics, both solid and dissolved, and multiply
rapidly, Since these bacteria utilize oxygen, the supply of
oxygen dissolved in the water is reduced in proportion to the
number of bacterial present. If sufficient food and nutrients
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are present, the bacterial will continue to multiply and use
all the oxygen available, leaving none for fish and other water
life.
When the water is devoid of oxygen a different type of
bacteria, (called anerobic) which do not need oxygen, takes over.
These anerobic bacteria convert compounds to hydrogen sulfide
and methane - hydrogen sulfide is the same malodorous gas men
tioned earlier. Hence you can see one example of the inter
relation of air and water pollution.
Let's see what this process does to the Androscoggin River.
An oxygen profile of the river shows successive reductions in
oxygen content as the river passes mills and towns. At the
Gulf Island Dam, just north of Lewiston, the combined oxygen
demand of dissolved organic deposits on the river bottom and
the deaerating effects of an impoundment result in low oxygen
content in Gulf Island Pond during periods of low flow and high
temperature.
During the past two years, Brown Company, Oxford Paper
Company and International Paper Company have operated three
50 HP aerators above the dam . These aerators have been success
ful in maintaining a concentration of dissolved oxygen thereby
reducing odor formation .
Aerating the river obviously does not solve the problem
and waste treatment by towns and industries is necessary to
improve river conditions.
Waste treatment for both paper mrulls and towns is normal
ly done in two steps. First, primary treatment removes settle
able and suspended solids that would otherwise sink to the
river bottom. Primary treatment should remove almost all set
tleable solids, 75 to 85 per cent of suspended solids, and 10
to 30 percent of oxygen demand or B.O.D .
Treatment At Jay
The I.P . Mill at Jay has primary treatment and secondary
treatment is currently under construction . The primary treat
ment plant has a 190-foot diameter clarifier (it cost about
$600,000 in 1965) which removed 33,000 tons of solids from the
mill effluent during 1971; that is to say 33,000 dry tons .
These solids are centrifuged to remove water and then hauled
to a landfill area. After centrifuging 20 percent solids 
and 80 percent water results in 165,000 tons total. A project
is currently underway to dewater the sludge in presses and
burn it along with bark in one of the mills power boilers .
This new waste solids dispoal procedure is being followed
closely . It represents the possible answer to our waste dis·
posal problem of land-fill, as well as significant savings in
fuel in our bark boiler and elimination of hauling costs.
Primary treatment is a physical process and as such is
relatively compact and easy to design . Secondary treatment is
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a biological process and is relatively new to the paper in
dustry: hence, design and proper operation pose greater dif
ficulties.
Secondary treatment duplicates the biological process of
the river, using high concentrations of bacteria and oxygen
supplied by mechanical aerators . By treating the concentrated
wastes with large numbers of bacteria, the process which takes
miles of river is completed in the space of relatively few
acres . The biological oxidation process is the same in both
cases. Waste treatment proposals which have been submitted to
Maine officials for the Jay mill call for 85 per cent removal
of B.D . D.
All the mills and municipalities on the Androscoggin are
required by the Maine Environmental Improvement Commission to
have waste treatment in operation by 1976 . As each treatment
plant comes on line, the water quality of the Androscoggin Mill
will improve commensurable. Although industry contributes the
bulk of oxygen demand and solids in the river, the towns must
also develop treatment plants .
The health hazard associated with domestic waste is one
of the few problems not faced by industry . The year 1976 seems
a long way off and whether treatment plants can become opera
tional sooner depends on how fast E. I . C. approves p1~s, how
fast funds be appropriated, how fast design, contractor selec
tion and actual construction can be completed. Since our mill
at Jay already has primary treatment, and secondary treatment
facilities now under construction, we should be able to improve
on the 1976 target date.
This $3 . 7 million secondary treatment project will provide
biological treatment of the mill's wastes which will remove
more than 85 percent of the oxygen-demanding materials in the
liquid effluent. The treatment will take place in a 37 acre
lagoon which is being built adjacent to the mill's existing
primary waste treatment plant.
The six-day biological treatment period will duplicate
the cleansing and neutralizing action that takes place in
nature, but at a greater speed and under controlled conditions .
This secondary waste treatment plant is scheduled for comple
tion in the fall of 1973.
With both treatment facilities in operation, we Will be
removing all settleable solids, 95 percent of suspended solids
and more than 85 percent of the B.O.D., the factor in the
mill's effluent water that acts to reduce the oxygen that is
normally present in rivers and streams .
Another concern of ours at the Androscoggin Mill was the
disposal of the sanitary waste so a unit of adequate size to
take care of our present and future needs was installed. This
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unit consists of an aerobic digester which discharges no solids
to the river and the liquid wastes are rendered harmless by
disinfection with chlorine. This plant is very similar in pro
cess and effect on the waste to a municipal sewage treatment
plant.
I don't want to give the impression that all our problems
are solved - many remain. The paper industry is working to
gether to find ways to reduce the pollution load in the mill 
by in mill and process change, we can reduce waste discharge
and also reduce the size and cost of waste treatment plants.
One of the major compounds of wood the lignin that holds the
wood structure together - continues to baffle scientists who
are trying to determine its structure.
February 7, 1973

Lewiston Evening Journal

Caption under picture for this article - WATER POLLUTION CONTROL
DISCUSSED - Members of the Lewiston-Auburn Water Pollution
Control Authority met this morning with a state official to
discuss pollution-control regulations of interest locally.
Above, left to right around the table are Richard Sarle, engin
eer-director, L-A WPCA; William R. Adams Jr . , commissioner,
Maine Department of Environmental Protection; Earl Tarr, super
intendent, Auburn Water and Sewerage District; R. W. Hudson,
member, WPCA; William Lever, president, Auburn Sewerage District;
Ernest Paione, director, WPCA; and Roger Pruneau, Lewiston
Public Works Director. The early morning meeting was held at
the site of construction of the sewerage treatment plant, off
Lincoln Street, Lewiston.
Lewiston-Auburn Water Pollution Control
Authority Members Meet With Adams
By CAROL RICE
Water pollution, and control, were the topics of concern
this morning, as members of the Lewiston-Auburn Water Pollution
Control Authority met with William R. Adams Jr., commissioner
of the Maine Department of Environmental Protection, at the
site of construction of the new L-A sewage treatment plant at
Lincoln Street, Lewiston.
The session was called to enable area officials to air
their concerns, as well as get brought up to date as to what
other communities along the Androscoggin River are doing with
wastes being dumped into the waterway_
New laws on the Federal level and proposed legislation
to be filed at the present session of the Maine Legislature,
were also discussed.
Following a summary of pollution control activities in
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the communities dumping into the Androscoggin from Bethel to
Brunswick, Roger Pruneau, director of t he Lewiston Public Works, .
pointed out that the work schedule for completion of intercep
tors lines in Lewiston falls three months later than the pro
posed date of completion of the treatment plant.
Although some sewerage will be flowing to the plant when
completed in September, Pruneau quizzed Adams as to whether
or not the plant would have to go into operation until all
work was completed, sometime in December.
Engineering Determination
The operation date would be an "engineering determination"
Adams said, and would be made on the basis of gallons of
wastes available.
WWe've put $12 million in state and federal funds into
this plant, and it is meant to treat sewerage," he declared .
Work on Auburn interceptors will not be completed for about
a year, Earle Tarr, superintendent of the Auburn Water and
Sewerage District, reported.
Enlargements in the present plant will fall under new
Federally-passed guidelines, requiring new industries in the
system to pay for capital expenditures, Adams announced . Some
time in the future, industry will be required to pay capital
costs of construction of plants, a requirement Lewiston-Auburn
is not governed by because of their approval date.
Fortunate, Indeed
mwe are very very fortunate to have started when we did,"
observed LAWPCA director William Lever.
Tarr pointed out, however, that industries to hook into
the system will have to pay the Authority for construction, as
outlined in their charter, passed in 1966.
New Federal Water Control laws require that all plants '
and sources of discharge into any surface water be licensed,
and all overflow units, Adams told the group. There are about
20 such areas in Lewiston, and 35 in Auburn, officials stated.
Also attending this morning's session were Richard Sarle,
engineer-director of the L-A WPCA; R. W. Hudson, member of the
WPCA; and Ernest Paione, director of WPCA.
Towns listed by Adams as planning or constructing plants
for sewage treatment include Bethel, where a secondary plant
will be completed this year; Rumford, where Oxford Paper Company
and International Paper are both constructing facilities; Lis
bon Falls, awaiting Environmental Protection Agency funding;
Jay-Chisholm, construction to begin this year; Lisbon, awaiting
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an EPA grant; Projepscott, construction to begin this year;
and Brunswick where a primary plant is in operation and a
secondary plant is planned.
Lewiston Daily Sun

February 23, 1973

Paying for Better Environment
Improvement of the human environment has become a passion
in the United States and concern is spreading allover the
world . It is all too true that pollution respects no national
boundaries. But it likewise is true that man's excesses have
brought the conditions which now bedevil many parts of the earth
and man himself must take the remedial actions .
Recently, in a special message to Congress, President
Richard M. Nixon emphasized that the "costs of pollution should
be more fully met in the free marketplace, not in the federal
budget." That position is sound and realistic. The federal
government must provide the leadership. The polluters must
reduce and, if possible, eliminate the pollution they cause.
But the cost of remedial action necessarily has to be reflected
in the prices they charge for their products, if industry is
to survive .
Government can go just so far in funding out of tax money.
Then it becomes a question of those who want certain products
being willing to pay the extra cost which pollution control
will make necessary . The end product, a better environment,
is for everyone.
March 1, 1973

Lewiston Evening Journal
Maine Sewage Treatment
Funds Awarded

WASHINGTON CAP) - The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has
awarded $29 million for sewage treatment facilities in Maine,
according to Rep. William S. Cohen, R-Maine.
Cohen reported Wednesday that the money, authorized un
der the federal Water Pollution Act of 1972, has been awarded
for projects in Brewer, Lisbon Falls, South Paris, Waterville,
Benton and Fairfield.
"I am extremely pleased with the outcome of this decision,
especially since we had to have approval of the projects before
the deadline of March 1," the 2nd District congressman said .
The costs absorbed by the municipalities, Cohen added,
would have been greater than the 25 per cent required in the
1972 act.
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Lisbon Falls will get $1,g27,450; South Paris $3,060,000;
Brewer $5,gg7,000; and Waterville, Fairfield and Benton ~ll
share $7,962,500
March 1, 1973

Lewiston Evening Journal

To Hold Joint Public Hearings
On Proposed Wastewater Discharge Permits
The state of Maine and the U.S. Environmental Protection
agency will hold joint public hearings at Brunswick, Wilton,
and Millinocket during March, regarding four proposed waste
water discharge permits.
John A. S. McGlennon, regional EPA administrator, noted
that the new Federal Water Pollution Control Act amendments
of 1972 requires cities, industry, business, and agriculture
to have permits for the discharge of wastewater into navigable
waters . EPA is authorized to issue such permits. • • • • •
A Mar. 27 hearing will be held to discuss a permit ap
plication filed by the Pejepscot Paper Division, Hearst Cor
poration, Brunswick. The hearing will be held at the Brunswick
Recreation Center, 30 Federal St., Brunswick, beginning at
1:30 p.m.
The applicant is a manufacturer of various grades of
paper from groundwood pulp. The company discharges into the
Androscoggin River. • • • • • •
Mr. McGlennon explained that his Agency proposes to issue
permits subject to certain effluent limitation and special
conditions. These proposed determinations are tentative.
"Persons wishing to comment upon or object to the proposed
determinations are invited to submit their comments or object
ions in writing or to participate in the public hearing. All
comments or objections received prior to or at the hearing will
be considered in the formulation of final determinations re
garding the applications," McGlennon stated.
Fact sheets can also be obtained from the Maine Depart
ment of Environmental Protection, State House, Augusta, Maine.
March 14, 1973
Great Falls

Lewiston Evening Journal
Editorials

If you haven't taken the time to look at the falls as
you have crossed the North Bridge, we urge you to do so . At
the moment the water level isn't sufficiently high to hide the
various courses and levels that feature a truly splendid
waterfall.
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Here in the twin city area we are so used to the falls
separating Lewiston and Auburn that we take it for granted.
Only during exceptionally high water are we apt to pay much
attention. Of course during the 1940s when the pollution
of the Androscoggin was transmitted in the form of the rotten
egg odor of sulphite the bridge crossing was noticed, but
the passers-by were not thinking in terms of natural beauty.
Now there is a prospect of the Androscoggin becoming a
reasonably respectable river . Sewage treatment plants will be
operating all along the waterway within relatively few years.
Within a decade there should be a marked improvement in the
quality of the water.
It may not attain a level where the Atlantic salmon once
again may go up the river to spawn as depicted in the fine
painting of the Indians and settlers meeting at the falls at
the Northeast Bank at the corner of Park and Ash Streets.
This fine work of art by the late Dean Cornwell is most real
istic as you can determine be looking up at the falls. One
can imagine how the salmon used to leap from one holding pool
to the other on their journey to their spawning ground.
Many communities across the nation capitalize on water
falls far less spectacular than the one here. Now there is
progress being made in cleaning up the Androscoggin we think
the city governments on both sides of the river would do well
to join in a common effort to beautify the sectors adjacent
to the falls and to publicize this natural attraction . Along
this same line it would be appropriate to restore the name of
"Great Falls" as a designation for the broad cascade dividing
the twin cities.
March 17, 1973

Lewiston Evening Journal
50 Years Ago Today -- '23
(From The Lewiston Journal Files)

According to information from the Union Water Power Co.,
Lewiston, the lake storage at the headwaters of the Androscog
gin River is nearly exhausted. In fact, figures compiled
from fresh data this week indicate that there is but 13 days'
supply on hand. This would be a menacing condition, but for
the large body of snow ready to melt and run into the tribu
taries of the Androscoggin, the river's condition in absorbing
the spring thaw looks good.
March 20 1973

Lewiston Evening Journal

Caption under the picture of river falls . IN THE SPRING, AN
OLD RIVER'S FANCY runs to thoughts of kicking up its heels,
and wetting down the countryside, and that's how it is with
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the ancient Androscoggin, seen above pouring over the falls
between Lewiston and Auburn, not as stenuously as in some
Springs past, but still in spectacular fashion, the waters
rocketing high into the air as the race to the ocean goes
on. The view of motorists crossing the river via North
Bridge is exciting, however, there's no flooding in pros
pect this year, say the experts.

March 22, 1973

Lewiston Daily Sun
River Flow Figure Far
From 1936-1953 Floods

The Androscoggin River Continued Wednesday to drop
and by night was down to the level of more than a week ago
and a far different figure from those recorded in the 1936
and 1953 floods . The flow reading at Gulf Island Dam at
g p.m. Wednesday was well below that of last Sunday mid
night. The Wednesday night reading was 11,500 cubic feet
per second. The Sunday reading was a peak of 31,200 CFS.
Throughout much of Wednesday, the river was flowing
between Lewiston and Auburn at a rate of 13,100 cub'ic feet
per second, slacking off to the 8 p.m. low reading. William
M. Grove, agent-engineer of the Union Water Power Co.,
saidthat he anticipates the river flow will continue to drop
off while the colder weather continues. Only more rain
and warmer weather will bring the flow rate up .
South Bridge went out in the 1936 flood, with one
span toppling into the churning water on the afternoon of
March 20, 1936, with the river flowing a 98,900 CFS after
Peaking at 147,000 CFS. Those two figures are the highest
~iver flow figures on record with the Union Water Power
Co.
Also in that 1936 flood, the worst on record on the
Androscoggin River, the North Bridge was badly battered
and some of the large stone piers were damaged. When South
Bridge was replaced, it was set at a higher elevation
above the water level.
April 3, 1973

Lewiston Daily Sun
The New World Frontier

Today's conditions have created a "new world frontier,
where nations compete vigorously with each other not to
capture territory or men's minds as in the past, but to
earn the favor of the world's industrial and consumer
purchasers." That was the analysis of our times which
Paul A. Gorman, president and chairman of the board of
the International Paper Co. presented to the 22nd Colby

Institute of Management last weekend. As the chief ex
ecutive officer of one of the largest paper companies
in the world, which is one of the largest land owners in
the U.S., Mr. Gorman was uniquely qualified to make his
assessment.
The IF executive called attention to the environment
al concerns which have become a "very potent force" with
in the new world frontier, but warned that the concerns
are steeped in emotionalism. WWhile the nation pushes
ahead on the air and water pollution control front with
insufficient knowledge," he said, "it seems to be moving
away from sound land management policies despite a great
deal of knowledge on this subject . "
Environmental fervor should be tempered by the prop
er priorities, he explained, stating pointedly: "The
people pay in higher prices, or higher taxes, or lower
diVidends, or a combination of all three. Therefore,
before we rush to change our lives, before we spend these
vast resources, I believe we should spend a small frac
tion of them to determine, definitely, what the real dan
gers might be, at what point they really become dangerous,
and the best way to stabilizing below that point. Then,
let's do what is necessary, based on knowledge, not fear."
President Gorman took a realistic view of industry
and the environment and their interrelation. Policies
dictated by facts, rather than emotionalism, or dreams,
best can allow American industry and the United States
itself to cope with the new world frontier .

April 14, 1973

Lewiston Daily Sun
EPA Sets High Goal
in Clean Water Plan
By Stan Benjamin

Federal, state and local governments will have to
run hard to keep pace with the Environmental Protection
Agency's nationwide timetable for ending water pollution.
A recent issued policy statement by EPA spells ~ut for
the first time a step-by-step schedule for achieving the
clean-water goals of the 1972 Water Pollution Control Act.
Although tentative and incomplete, EPA's'5chedule
already reflects the Baroque co plexity of the 98-page
law itself. Basically, the law seeks to make the nation's
waterways fit to swim in by 1983, and sets a formi dable
1985 goal of eliminat ing all polluting discharges.
State and Local g~vernments are expected to do most
of the work, with the EPA looking over their shoulder with
authority to step in where necessary_ Since na.tur al water
is never really "pure" the first task is to decide what
"clean water" meanlJl; and the states have already begun
establishing el.an-water standards which must now be com
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pleted and, perhaps, updated .
Those standards are to be achieved primarily by treat
ing and controlling waste discharges as directed by "eff
luent guidelines. H Public sewage treatment plants will
be required to apply "secondary treatment" which includes
junk-removal and partial purification.
Industrial and agricultural dischargers will be re
quired to apply the "best practicable technology" by July
1, 1977, and to upgrade treatment to "best available tech
nology" by July 1, 19S3, the target date for swimming-pool
clean rivers and lakes.
EPA has yet to explain precisely what these terms
mean. Portions of river basins where these effluent guide
lines appear sufficient to achieve the clean-up deadlines
are to be officially designated as "effluent guideline
segments."
In some segments, however, the effluent guidelines
will not be enough and tougher measures~-either advanced
technology or special management--will be necessary. In
those areas, designated as "water-ouality-limited segments,
state antipollution agencies will have to allocate a river
basin's waste load among all of its dischargers, in effect
rationing the use of the river .
In both,.::"effluent guideline segments" and water qual
ity limited segments," antipollution control will be writ
ten into waste discharge permits. Discharging without a
permit or in violation of its terms will become punish
able, after Dec. 31, 1974, by fines as high as $50 ,000
and up to two years in jail. Controls will be applied
initially to "point sources" of pollution: that is, sources
like factories and treatment plants whose discharge can
be controlled at specific outlets.
But "non-point" sources, such as pollution carried
by rain from wide areas of farmland, construction sites
or city streets, remains a difficult problem .

April 23, 1973
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MAINE AGENCY
LISTS POOREST
QUALITY ltlATERS
By Phyllis Austin

The department of Environmental Protection released
Sunday its tentative list of Maine's poorest quality wat
ers which include 200 miles of streams and 30 lakes and
ponds. The waters classified as "water quality limited"
need more than the federally required "best practical
treatment" of their pollution sources if they're ever to
be clean again, according to the DEP report.
In addition to naming the substandard waterways, the
survey listed major polluters and sets forth proposed
priorities for cleanup. The study is the first phase in
new state water quality planning procedures required by
1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control
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Act.
It has been sent to the U.S . Environmental Protection
Agency in Boston and is available for public scrutiny
at Maine's 10 regional planning commissions and the Great
er Portland Council of Governments .
On May 1$, a hearing will be held in Augusta to re
ceive comments for preparation of the final reports for
EPA. The session will get under way at 10 a.m. in Room
114 of the State office Building .
The 12 stream segments categorized as water quality
limited are:
-The St . John River from the Fraser Paper Co. out
fall to the U.S.-Candadian boundary.
-Presumpscot River from the S.D. Warren Paper Co.
outfall to the head of tide at Presumscot Falls .
-Mousam River from the outfall from Sanford's sew
age lagoons to head of the tide.
St. Croix River from Georgia Pacific Paper C. outfall
to the head of tide near Todd Street in Calais.
East Branch of Sebasticook River from the outfall
from the Corinna Sewage treatment plant to the confluence
of the East Branch and the main stream Sebasticook River.
Sebasticook River from the outfall from the hartland
Tannery to confluence with the Kennebec River.
Li ttle Androscoggin River from A. C. Lawrence Tannery
discharge to confluence with the Androscoggin River.
Penobscot River from confluence of Millinocket Stream
to Weldam Dam .
-Aroostook River from the beginning of the B-1 class
ification for Caribou's water supply to the dam at the mun
icipal water supply intake.
Prestile Stream from the waste outfall from Vahlsing
inc. to the U.S.-Canadian border.
Goosefare Brook from the discharge of Maremont Corp .
in Saco to the head of high tide where the Boston and Maine
Railroad crosses the brook between Saco and Old Orchard.
Back Cove Portland.
The following lakes and ponds fit into the water
quality limited classification due to their eutrophic
state:
Lakes--Annabessacook, Baunet Beg, Bonney Eagle, China,
Cobbosseecontee, Estes, Little Ossipee, Little Sebago,
Long Mattawamkeag , Mousam , Portland, Pushaw, Salmon, Schood
ie, Sebasticook.
Ponds--Cochnewagon , Crowford, Fitzgerald, Halay, Love
joy, North, Patee, Sabattus and Spaulding.
DEP said the major pollutors are: Little Androscoggin
Marcal Paper, Rogers FibreCo., A. C. Lawrence Tanning Co.,
A. L. Stewart and Sons Cannng, and the municipalities of
West Paris, Norway, Mechanic Falls, South Paris, Oxford
and Auburn.
Sebasticook River--Hartland Tanning Co., the Edwards
Co., Eastern Woolen Mills , Hoods Milk , and the Municipal
ities of Hartland, Burnham, Clinton, Benton, Pittsfield,
Dexter, Corinna, Newport, Winslow, Waterville, Augusta
and Gardiner.
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Penobscot River's West branch Great Northern Paper
Co. at Millinocket and East Millinocket.
Mousam River--the towns of Sanford and Kennebunk.
Goosefare Brook--Manemont Corp. in Saco and Old
Orchard Beach.
Presumpscbt River--S. D. Warren Co. at Westbrook.
Back Cove--Portland and various industries.
St. Croix River--Georgia-Pacific Paper Co. in
Woodland.
April 23, 1973

Lewiston Evening Journal
Heavily-Polluted River Basins May
Be In Line For Federal Projects
By Stan Benjamin

Up to 10 heavily-polluted river basins may be in line
for federal demonstration projects aimed at controlling
wastes from farms, construction sites and city streets to
help meet a congressional goal of rivers fit to swim in
by 1983.
A spokesman for the Environmental Protection Agency
said possible locations for the projects include the Pot
omac, Delaware, Ohio, Missouri, and Colorado rivers, and
parts of lower Florida. But details of the projects have
not been worked out.
EPA said the results of these projects would be app
lied eventually to other river basins throughout the nat
ion. To meet the goal of rivers fit to swim in pollution
must be controlled from both "point sources" such as fact
ories and sewage plants, and ~nonpoint sources" which
have no concentrated discharge outlets, such as farms,
construction sites and city streets.
To control the "point sources" of pollution, EPA has
pledged to issue discharge restrictions by the end of 1974
to more than 56,000 waste dischargers. But the agency
is frankly stymied, so far, by the nonpoint sources.
Rain water running into river and lakes carries pest
icides and fertilizers from farmland, silt from bulldozed
construction sites, and all sorts of impurities from city
streets. EPA says it is not sure what must be done to
prevent this pollution and is conducting the demonstration
projects in an attempt to find a solution.
Meanwhile, said EPA, each state must, over the next
two years, "develop a profile of its particular nonpoint
source problems, und prepare an assessment of what it
feels to be the most effective ••• available prevention and
control ••• " In the same period, the agency said, EPA
will be primarily responsible for research on the gener
ation and effects by type of non-point source pollutants,
and for development of additional prevention and control
techniques.
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Lewiston Daily Sun
Maine's Poorest Waters

The fact that inland waters and waterways of Maine
suffers from pollution has been known for along time .
But the tentative list of poorest quality waters prepar
ed by the Department of Environmental Protection is the
first comprehensive documentation of the statewide prob
lem . In addition, the listing names the firms and mun
icipalities which are causin~ the pollution ,
The only surprise in the listing, as reported by the
Associated Press, was ·the fact that the Androscoggin Riv
er was not mentioned . While there has been a great deal
of progress in cleaning up the Androscoggin, it remains
a heavily polluted waterway . A quarter of a century ago,
industrial oollution, chiefly from the pulp and naper
industry, was the principal factor . Today, it is muni
cipal sewage which contributes the major pollution, as a
result of the continuing anti-pollution orogram carried on
by the paper industry .
The EPA classified 30 lakes and ponds as "water quality
limited" . That means that those waters need more than
the "best practical treatment" required by federal law if
they are ever to be cl an again .
Understandably , Lake Annabessacook is high on the
list . It likely is dying at a faster rate than any in
land body of water in the state . Other nearby bodies of
water listed' included Sabattus , Lovejoy and Cochnewagon
ponds L Cobbosseecontee and Little Sebago Lakes .
The EPA listing is the first phase of the cleanup
procedures required by the 1972 amendments to the Feder
al Water Pollution Control Act. The next step will be a
public hearing in Augusta May lS, a preliminary to the
preparation of a final list of polluted waters and poll
uters . The state will be set for remedial action .

May 5, 1973

Lewiston Evening Journal
Oxford Paper To Be
Issued Discharge Permit

A discharge permit will be issued to the Oxford Paper
Comnany of Rumford subject to certain effluent limitations
and special conditions . The U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency noted this will put strict limitations on what the
firm discharges into the Androscoggin River.
John A. S. McGlennon , regional EPA administrator ,
said that the permit-is required under the 1972 amendments
to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act . "This permit ,
with its strict limitations , will allow us and the state
of Maine to move ahead with cleanup efforts on this
very imnortant river . This is a significant step in elim
inating any harmful discharges into the Androscoggin,"
~cGlennon stated .
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It was pointed out that the terms of the permit are
tentative and public comments are welcomed .
May 15, 1973

Lewiston Daily Sun
Rumford Referendum

Residents of Rumford will have the opportunity Thurs
day to do their part toward further reducing the pollution
of the Androscoggin River . At issue in special referendum
election will be the authorization of industrial revenue
bonds to finance an expansion of the Oxford Paper Co.
water pollution cleanup program
Two years ago, the Legislature granted municipalities
the power to issue revenue bonds to help industrial anti
pollution work . The bonds carry lower inter st charges
than ordinary industrial bonds, and thus provide a finan
cial advantage for the firm . There is NO cost to the
community .
The town of Rumford is being asked to approve the
issuance of $10 million worth of revenue bonds to finance
the constructing a waste water treatment facility at the
Oxford mill. It is important the Rumford residents take
an interest 1n this election, since state law requires
that the total vote must be at least 20 per cent of the
last vote for Governor in the town . That means a mini
mum of 735 persons must go to the polls. A majority YES,
or NO, will decide the issue.
As the town's principal industry, Oxford Paper Co.
is very important to the community. At the same time,
the people of the town are important to the company and
its successful operation.
A YES vote will clear the way for Oxford to go ahead
with the project. The bonds to be issued will NOT become
an obligation of the town, There will be no effect on the
tax rate nor on the town's borrowing capacity. The prin
cipal and interest of the bonds will be paid solely by
Oxford Paper Company. The firm will operate the new fac
ility and maintain it at its expense .
.
The company can get the benefits of the special bonds
only if the voters of the town approve . We urge Rumford
residents to go to the polls and to vote YES for a cleaner
Androscoggin River.
July 2, 1973

Lewiston Evening Journal
A Rain-Rambunctious River
Androscoggin, Wild About
The Weather, Drops Slowly

The unpredictable (except for the degree of pollution)
Androscoggin River, swollen by days of rain which have
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saddened the hearts of vacationing folk around New England,
continued to race through the Twin Cities today, its banks
not high enough in some cases to contain the white, swirl
ing water, but the flow slowly declining.
Unless there is further, heavy rain, furthermore, the
worst is over - for the present, at least - in the opinion
of river experts, and those who live along its banks and
have seen the mighty Androscoggin in ~eriods of calm and
calamity, over the decades.
The waters began to rise Saturday night and kept
rising throughout Sunday, reaching a peak at 11 p.m. that
day, a rate of flow of 42,730 cfs, through the Twin Cities.
The rate of flow subsided slowly today, but it will take
some time before the Androscoggin again is normal, it's
flow about 3,000 cfs. This morning the rate of flow was
39,000.
The river water spread over North River Road, Auburn,
and over Route 13S in Durham. The Twin Cities got 1.68
inches of rainfall late saturday night, this on the heels
of a damp, overcast, rainfilled week, and a moist month
in general, pushed the river over its banks.
The Union Water Power Co. gatehouse had earlier pre
dicted a peak of 35,000 cfs. Androscoggin County Civil
Defense Director Normand J. Vermette, who is keeping a
close watch on the river, said this morning that there
were no great problems, although water still covered por
tions of the North River Road, and other areas.
Vermette said: "The dangers a~e past now, and the
river is subsiding. If we don't have any rain in the next
two days, the river should be back to normal." He noted
that both the Androscoggin and the Little Androscoggin
have flooded their banks. "I haven't heard of any really
bad washouts," he added, "but there's no question, there's
a tremendous amount of water on the roads - it's still
there."
Vermette said he has men posted at strategic points
to report back to him on flood developments. There was
no assessment of the damage done to roads and orivate prop
erty today, but he believes it is not severe. He warned
people with homes near the river to check for property
that might fload away, however.
"The Androscoggin is on the way back down from last
night's night," said William M. Grove, agent-engineer for
the Union T#ater Co. "We can handle about 35,000 cfs "easily"
he added. "This would just flood lowlands, but what we
have is something else."
Grove said this morning the overall picture was not
too serious, but he pointed out the full extent of flood
damage is not yet known. An early report from Bethel
indicat ed that roads and homes in that town may have sus
tained considerable damage
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Safe Unless
Androscoggin Rivermaster Dr. Walter A. Lawrence said
today: "The heavy flow is falling, the maximum has been
reached. We're safe now, unless we have a heavy rain
upstream, around Errol, N.H. That would be troublesome."
A July flood is "highly unusual," he said. "It came
after a saturated month. The ground was ripe for flooding . "
Dr. Lawrence noted that floods usually occur in the early
Spring, the result of melting snow, or in the Fall, from
persistent rain. These are the usual neriods of high
water .
The present condition of the Androscoggin reminded
Dr. Lawrence of two floods: a major one in November, 1963,
when a flow of 48,000 cfs was recorded, and the even more
disastrous flooding of March of 1936, when it was 64,000.
Dr. Lawrence recalled that in the flood of '36, South
Bridge and other bridges were carried away. The cause
of the present flooding, a general storm over the Andros
coggin Valley, seemed almost ended today as the sky look
ed a little more promising, though still gray . Auburn
police report there were several side effects of the
flooding.
Not only North River Road, in the Twin Cities, was
under water. The southbound lane of Washington Street,
near the Gordon Ness Oil Co., was also flooded. The
Pettengill Park road was under water.
During the storm itself, at about 2:30 a.m. Sunday,
some overhead power lines caught fire and were burned
in the trees near Gamage and Gammon Avenues. The Fire
Department stood by until a Central Maine Power Co. crew
arrived.
July 16, 1973

Lewiston Daily Sun
Androscoggin
High Water Flow Reduces
River's Pollution Level
By Alyce Bouchard

This year's unusually high water flows have improved
the conditions of the Androscoggin River somewhat, accord
ing to the Androscoggin Rivermaster, Dr. Walter A. Lawrence
of Lewiston . Dr. Lawrence explained the rapid water flows
considerably lowered the pollution levels of the river,
reducing the concentration of pollutants and hightening
oxygen levels.
"It's looked good all year," Dr . Lawrence said.
The river's future is made hopefull by the construction
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of pollution abatement facilities along its banks, among
them the Lewiston-Auburn Sewage Treatment Plant being
constructed on Lincoln Street . The plant is expected
to be in operation this fall.
Dr. Lawrence said that at present, the river is
receiving a large amount of domestic waste discharge,
and the macro-bial content, principally caused by
domestic waste is "fairly high."
"Hopefully that situation will change when the
treatment plant gets underway," he said. The New England
Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission gives the
Androscoggin River a "C" classification, which means,
according to George Gormley of the ~~ine Department of
Environmental Protection, that th river is suitable for
all uses but contact or cosumption.
The NEIWACC annual report also states that dissolved
oxygen readings have been above approved limits . Dr.
Lawrence explained that this situation varies, but that
the river's oxygen content was at near saturation last
week.
Despite high oxygen levels, there have been high
coliform bacterial counts, which Dr. Lawrence said may
be remedied by the water treatment facilities. Lawrence
said once the treatment facilities at Berlin, N.H., Liver
more Falls, Rumford and Lewiston are in operation, it
"will make a lot of difference." The difference includes
the possible future use of the river for swimming.
"But it will take time {for the river) to become
stabilized. There are no overnight miracles," he commented.
Gromley said- DEP is awaiting the outcome of applications
sent to the Federal Environmental Protection Agency at
Boston for funding of pollution abatement plants .
He said a 1972 amendment ot the Water Pollution Con
trol Act requires that communities do further dngineering
to determine that there is no excessive ground water flow
or storm water flow into the system.
He added that the state's applications were sent to
the Boston office before July 1, when the new law took
effect, "so we don't need to go along with the amendment."
Those communities which have already received EPA approv
al, he said, must begin construction before Oct. 1 of this
year.
July 25, 1973

Lewiston Daily Sun

Caption under picture of sign on the Lewiston side of the
North Bridge. -- TRUTH OR FICTION? - The murky Androscoggin
River has been the butt of many comments over the years, not
the least of which is this sign placed on the Lewiston end
of North Bridge, probably by some ecology-minded citizen. It
may be too thin to plow right now, but there have been times
when just the aroma from the river seemed heavy enough to
plow. (The sign reads - ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER - TOO THIN TO
PLOW ~ TOO THICK TO DRINK)
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News Is News

Lewiston Evening Journal
Editorials

News is news, so the unusual has to be noted by a news
paper even though there might be an inclination not to do so
because of its negative aspects . This was the case with the
publication of a picture featuring a notice posted along the
railing leading to the North Bridge which read: "Androscoggin
River Too Thin to Plow Too Thick to Drink."
This is the kind of photograph that inevitably gets
picked up by the wire services . So now, a few days after
publication locally, the picture is appearing in many news
papers across the country .
We think it unfortunate this kind of negative approach
to a problem has to be emphasized this way . Yet a newspaper
cannot ignore the unusual. Even if we dislike a particular
approach made by a citizen or a group of citizens, we cannot
live up to the title of newspaper by ducking around it .
The sorry part about the notice put up by so~e citizen
is that it doesn't reflect the definitely positive aspect of
the Androscoggin River's current status . There already has
been considerable improvement in the quality of the water .
We doubt if the Androscoggin today is one of the "dirtiest"
rivers in the nation . Probebly it is one of the dirtier ones .
What needs stressing is the fact of improvement and the
assurance this will continue . Sewage and industrial waste
treatment plants will be completed over the next few years
and a marked change in water quality will result . Even now
fish are reported in certain sections of the Androscoggin
where fish hadn't been found for close to half a century .
So we say, "Too Thin to Plow Too Thick to Drink" isn't
an accurate apprtisal of the river at all . The Androscoggin
is on its way back tobecoming one of the more beautiful,
appealing waterways in the entire Northeast . Within ten years
we are confident it will have attained this condition .
August 4, 1973

Lewiston Evening Journal
Magazine Section

The Lewiston Evening Journal presented a long article on,
"The Building of Gulf Island Dam" and other construction work
about the Dam . The account is an interesting history and is
accompanied by ten reproductions of original photographs.
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The Salmon Kill

The finding of some dead Atlantic Salmon in the Kennebec
River at Augusta has led to some poor publicity for the state of
Maine . Even the prestigious New York Times ran a four column
head over the story , terming it a "large kill" .
Of course any kill of Atlantic Salmon is unfortunate . The
fish are not very plentiful at best . But it amounted only to
40 fish, averaging 10 pounds each . The chief biologist for the
Atlantic Sea Run Salmon Commission blamed the kill on the extremely
low level of oxygen in the water . The fish had come back to the
river to spawn . He said the kill "was not significantly large"
but that it was 'evidence of polluted water . ~
The other side of the story is that Maine has made consider
able progress in the cleanup of its rivers . That is why the
Atlantica have resumed coming up the Kennebec River . Current low
water conditions made the remaining pollution more serious .

August 20, 1973

Lewiston Evening Journal

Caption under picture on the Front Page of the Journal taking up
five columns . ~-WHERE ONCE THE MIGHTY ANDROSCOGGIN ROARED only a
trickle of water cascades almost gently over the Great Falls
separating Lewiston and Auburn . Earlier this Summer , unusual
rainfall here and upriver fed a constant heavy flow over the falls
which today show their barren rock formations for everyone to see .
The high water of a relatively few weeks ago made havoc of crop
raising and lawn mowing but today's drier river bed is having an
adverse effect also , on the nose of man .

September 5, 1973

Lewiston Evening Journal

25 Years Ago Today -- '48
(From The Lewiston Journal Files)
The State of Maine moved to put more teeth in the Supreme
Court decree under which attempt were made to reduce pollution of
the Androscoggin River .
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Condition of River Is
Improving, but Slowly
By PETER GOODMAN

It's been a pretty good year for the Androscoggin reported
Rivermaster Walter A. Lawrance, Tuesday night, due in part to
the heavy rains of June and July.
Dr. Lawrance was appointed Administrator of the Court
Decree on Industrial Pollution to the Androscoggin River in
1947. Over the years, his title has been informally abbrevia
ted to "Rivermaster."
According to Lawrance, the primary variables in evaluating
river conditions are water flow and temperature. High flow and
low temperature make for ideal conditions.
Very High Flow
Normally, the river is at its highest flow around April,
when the melting snows run ' into it. This year, the river was
flowing very high throughout the spring, and because of the
heavy June rains, the highest level was recorded on July 2, a
very rare occurrence.
"Flowing water has it's own purifying character", noted
Lawrance. This means that a high flow speeds up the river's
recuperating powers.
On the opposite side of the coin, however, July and August
were unusually warm this year, and the warmer the temperature,
the lower the solubility oxygen into the water. An oxygen de~
ficiency in the water is unhealthy. This explains why the river
is more offensive in the summer than the winter.
Deadlines Set
Of course the major problem facing the Androscoggin is the
industrial pollutants that have been emptied into it over the
years. This situation is improving, however, and all the mills
along the river are working toward meeting the "C" classifica
tion of the state by the October, 1976 deadline.
To meet the state and federal anti-pollution requirements,
the mills are installing a dual treatment system. The primary
treatment involVes removing most of the solid waste, including
fibers and filler, which, depending on the type of mill, might
be clay, pigment, or synthetic compounds. This is accomplished
by large clarifiers, which serves to filter much of the waste.
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The secondary treatment also used clarifiers. This is a
legume system of aerators, in which oxygen is used to help purify
the water.
The International Paper Co. of Livermore Falls is the
leader of the Androscoggin mills in reducing pollution. It's
primary treatment process has been in operation for a number of
years and, according to Lawrance, it is in the final stages of
completing it's secondary treatment operation, which is expected
to be functioning within the next month or two.
International Paper has an advantage over the other mills
because it's new facility was built with all it's sewerage con
nections leading to a central point. The older mills first have
to connect their various sewerage outflows to central locations
before they can install clarifiers. They are still in this
initial phase.
Costs Are High
By the time all these treatment ~rocesses have been instal
led, Lawrance estimated that between '45 and $ 50 million will
have been spent. In addition, maintenance of the plants is
expensive.
The mills have had to accept the full financial burden of
the anti-pollution systems, and the consumer can expect to bear
the inevitabl~ cost increases.
Lawrance dates the Androscoggin's troubles to 1940. "River
flow was low, temperatures high, and conditions in Lewiston in
the early 40's were very bad."
"It was ten times worse then," he said, then added, "we're
hopeful." The section of the river from Berlin to Rumford is
in good condition, and meets the "C" classification of dissolved
oxygen.
The progress of the International Paper Co. also suggests
an improvement in conditions for next year, and with good flow
conditions and average summer temperatures, there should be
noted progress all along the river north of Turner.
Improvement in Lewiston will be slower, but as the mills
continue their efforts to install anti-pollution equipment,
"things should be better."

